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ERRATA

          Sub: Re-organization of State GST Department – Formations and
                   place of locations – rectification of error - reg
          Ref: Trade notice No. 1/2023, dated 07/01/2023.
 
            In the trade notice No. 1/2023, dated 07 th January, 2023,-

(1) in “Table-1: Taxpayer Services Formations ”, in column No. 3, under
the heading “Name of Officer,  Address of Taxpayer Services Circle and
PIN Codes attached to the taxpayer Services Circle “, -

a. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kattakada”, the
symbol and figure “, 695570” shall be inserted at the end.

b. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Pathanamthitta”,
the symbols and figures “, 689596, 689665, 689620, 689114” shall be
inserted at the end.

c. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Adoor”, the symbol
and figure “, 691527” shall be omitted.

d. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Alappuzha North”,-

i.the symbols and figures “, 688504, 686102, 686103” shall be
inserted at the end.

ii. the symbol and figure “, 689504” shall be omitted.

e. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Cherthala”, the
symbols and figures “, 688535, 688533” shall be inserted at the end.

f. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Chengannur”, 
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i.the symbol and figure “, 689624” shall be inserted at the end.

ii. the symbol and figure “689512, ” shall be omitted.

g. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Changanassery”, the
symbol and figure “, 686102” and the symbol and figure “, 686103”
shall be omitted.

h. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Perumbavoor”, the
symbol and figure “686669, ” shall be omitted.

i. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kunnathunadu”, the
symbol and figure “683544, ” shall be omitted.

j. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kakkanad”,-

i.the symbol and figure “, 683565” shall be omitted.

ii. the symbol and figure “, 682052” shall be inserted at the end.

k. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Thrikkakkara”, the
symbol and figure “, 682022” shall be inserted at the end.

l. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Ernakulam
Central”, the symbols and figures “, 682050, 682051” shall be
inserted at the end.

m. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Vypin”, the symbol
and figure “, 683501” shall be omitted.

n. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “North Paravur”, the
symbol and figure “683514, ”, the symbol and figure “683515, ” and
the symbol and figure “682501, ” shall be omitted.

o. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Nattika ”, the
symbol and figure “, 680642” shall be inserted at the end.

p. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Palakkad West”, the
symbol and figure “, 678051” shall be inserted at the end.

q. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kozhikode City”,
the symbol and figure “, 673051” shall be inserted at the end.

r. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kalpetta”, the
symbol and figure “, 673124” shall be inserted at the end.

s. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kannur South”, 

i.for the figure “680 002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be
substituted.

ii. the symbol and figure “, 670051” shall be inserted at the end.
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t. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Thalassery”, for the
figure “680 101”, the figure, “670 101” shall be substituted.

u. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kuthuparamba”, for
the figure “680 643”, the figure, “670 643” shall be substituted.

v. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Kannur North”, for
the figure “680 002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

w. in the entry against the taxpayer services circle “Payyannur”,-

i.for the figure “680 307”, the figure, “670 307” shall be
substituted.

ii. the symbol and figure “, 670330, 670333” shall be inserted at the
end.

(2) in “Table-3: Enforcement Formations”, in column No. 3, under the
heading “Address of Enforcement Squad“, -

a. in the entry against the Enforcement Squad “Thalassery”, for the
figure “680 101”, the figure, “670 101” shall be substituted.

b. in the entry against the Enforcement Squad “Kannur”, for the figure
“680 002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

c. in the entry against the Enforcement Squad “Taliparamba”, for the
figure “680 141”, the figure, “670 141” shall be substituted.

(3) in “Table-4: Audit Formations”, in column No. 3, under the heading
“Address of Audit Team “, -

a. in the entry against the Audit Team “Kannur-1”, for the figure “680
002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

b. in the entry against the Audit Team “Kannur-2”, for the figure “680
002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

c. in the entry against the Audit Team “Kannur-3”, for the figure “680
002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

d. in the entry against the Audit Team “Kannur-4”, for the figure “680
002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

e. in the entry against the Audit Team “Kannur-5”, for the figure “680
002”, the figure, “670 002” shall be substituted.

f. in the entry against the Audit Team  “Thalassery-1”, for the figure
“680 104”, the figure, “670 104” shall be substituted.

g. in the entry against the Audit Team  “Thalassery-2”, for the figure
“680 104”, the figure, “670 104” shall be substituted.

h. in the entry against the Audit Team  “Taliparamba”, for the figure
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“680 141”, the figure, “670 141” shall be substituted.
i. in the entry against the Audit Team  “Payyannur”, for the figure

“680 307”, the figure, “670 307” shall be substituted.
 
2. This shall be deemed to have come into force on the 10 th day of
January, 2023.

 
COMMISSIONER

To

              All concerned.
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